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Rotterdam engineers have improved the art of 
the CPT based magnetic profiling technique.

With the adaptations and improvements, it 
has become possible to reliably locate obsta-
cles like steel anchor rods (tie-back anchors)

In many current projects, the uncertain 
position of (steel) obstacles is a major 
cause of project delay (and cost increase) if 
the obstacles turn out to interfere with the 
planned foundation elements.
Rotterdam engineers have upgraded the 
magnetic CPT instrument such that the mag-
netic distortion signals are obtained in the 
proper orientation to earth’s magnetic field 
orientation. 

As insiders know, the response of these sen-
sors is very sensitive to tilt and orientation in 

respect to the earth’s magnetic North.

While in 2014 conducting a magnetic CPT site 
investigation to locate grout anchors for rede-
velopment of a quay, Rotterdam Engineers were 
encountered with difficult North orientation 
 of the CPT tool. The CPT tool had no clear 
orientation indicators on the outside and as 
a result, proper North alignment in the field 
was difficult to achieve with this experience 
the manufacturer of the tool was requested 
to provide a physical reference for the sensor 
orientation to the outside of CPT tool.

Currently, the magnetic CPT tool is provi-
ded with a visible orientation indicator that 
is aligned with the magnetic Y sensor in the 
cone.

Because of the presence of a CPT truck (20 

tons of steel) and unknown metal anomalies 
influencing the local magnetic field, A proper 
magnetic outline cannot be made. A magne-
tic outline returning 0 nT at the X sensor will 
only be possible in a fully demagnetized area.
In order to overcome this practical limitation,  
an optical tool is installed to the physical 
orientation indicator on the CPT tool. The op-
tical tool can be used to rotate the CPT tool 
to a chosen orientation. In most cases, the 
geographic North is chosen as the reference 
orientation. As local deviation of earth’s 
magnetic field from the geographic North is 
known, proper corrections can be made.
In early 2016 the upgraded technique was for 
first time used successfully at the  Vogelen-
zang site in Rhenen. Rotterdam Engineers 
responded to a request from MOS Grond-
mechanica to assist in locating the steel  
anchors at this site. Due to extensive  

Figure 1 - Projectlocation.
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Rotterdam engineers have improved the art of the CPT based magnetic 
profiling technique.

With the adaptations and improvements, it has become possible to reliably 
locate obstacles like steel anchor rods (tie-back anchors). Rotterdam en-
gineers have upgraded the magnetic CPT instrument such that the mag-

netic distortion signals are obtained in the proper orientation to earth’s 
magnetic field orientation. 3D modelling became more reliable and effi-
cient due to an invention for the orientation of the magnetic North. The 
only distortion that still remains in the acquired data is now limited to the 
variable tilt angle of the cone over the CPT profile. An issues on which re-
search is now being done to solve with a steerable CPT cone. 

Abstract

excavation and reshaping of the terrain the 
soil became instable. A sheetpiled wall with 
tie-back anchors was installed to improve 
slope stability. 

In the next construction phase the foundation 
piles for the housing project needed  
installation. The exact position of the tie- 
back anchors was not documented. Due 
to the self-boring nature of the applied  
tie-back anchors, the uncertainty of the 
location was relatively high, making the areas 
for low risk pile installation very limited.

For the majority of planned foundation piles, 
the chances of collision with the grout an-
chors were considered too high. 

Magnetic CPT plan
Due to the specific behaviour of magnetic 
fields in relation to steel objects, a CPT plan 
for magnetic surveying requires a different 
layout than a geotechnical survey.

In case of Vogelenzang, only the planned pile 
positions need verification of (absence of) ob-
stacles. To fulfil this, the CPTs are positioned 
at 50 cm off the planned pile position paral-
lel to the sheetpiled wall and perpendicular 
towards the possible anchor projection. This 
method eliminates the need to obtain a sur-
vey of the complete potential obstacle area 
and limits the number of CPT’s while retur-
ning enough information for the 3D model-
ling.

3D modelling
The modelling of the site using the software of 
Potent has become more reliable and efficient 
due to the accurate north orientation of the ac-
quired data. The only distortion that still remains 
in the acquired data is now limited to the varia-
ble tilt angle of the cone over the CPT profile.

Nevertheless, the modelling is time con-
suming because the steel objects must be  
modelled and should be moved over 6 degrees 
of freedom to achieve the best fit between 
measured and simulated magnetic field  
response.

As soon as there is more than one tie-back 
anchors showing there footprint in the image 
the modelling becomes challenging to fit to 
the signals. 

Since CPT survey positions are chosen next to 
pile, the model obtains the most valid infor-
mation over the planned pile position. If the 
tie-back anchors have deviated from their 
planned trajectory, this will be clearly visible 
in the image of the acquired data for the plan-
ned pile position.  

In another project the survey of the founda-
tion of the St. Sebastiaan Bridge in Delft has 
been evaluated.

The foundation level of the existing prefabri-
cated concrete piles was uncertain making 
verification of the pile toe position necessary. 

Prefabricated concrete piles contain steel 
reinforcement which is normally enough to 
detect the pile toe. Even though the CPT cone 
was carefully aligned with the North, almost 
none of the conducted CPT’s detect the pile 
toe.

At this location the survey possibilities were 
limited due to available space (only a small 
CPT rigs could access the site). At the same 
time underground pipes and cables were li-
miting the start positions of the CPT’s as well. 

During CPT testing, the cone deviated from 
the intended vertical profile. As a result, the 
actual distance between the CPT trajectory 
and the piles was larger than intended, ma-
king pile detection more difficult and less 
certain. This illustrates the need for CPT’s 
that allow for adjustment of the penetration 

Figure 2 - Constructed alignment tool for CPT cone, aligned at the magnetic North 
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angle to be able to compensate for unwanted 
deviation of the cone. Because in most com-
plex situation the inverse function does so-
metimes returns a valid result after manual 
locating the anchor by monkey testing.

Presentation of the 3D model
As soon as object are situated below the surf-
ace it becomes difficult to explain the wher 
abouts to the client and contractor. In com-
plex situations like the project Julianaplein in 
the Hague Central station a digital 3D modal 
can offer a solution. 

By using a hololens, the 3D model can be 
physically projected onto and in the saubsurf-
ace of the project location. The Hololens pro-
jects the hidden objects like a overlay at the 
building site. The hololens of Windows works 
wireless and gives the opportunity to view the 
situation from every potion in the building 
site. It is also possible to scale to a room size 
model. The 3D model itself is a DXF export of 
Potent. 

Steeringcone
As noted, currently the reliability of the mag-
netic CPT method is limited by the uncontrol-
lable inclination of the CPT cone during its 
way through the soil. A magnetic CPT profile 
has ideally a straight vertical profile since the 
sensitivity is limited to a few meters in diame-
ter. Due to the lack of a steering mechanism 
on a CPT cone, deviation from the vertical po-
sition of the normal (non-magnetic) CPT pro-
file is accepted as long as the deviation is not 
exceeding 14 degrees tilt angle. This means 
that a deviation of a few meters over a typical 
length of 25 m is tolerated for most geotech-
nical surveys. In case of a magnetic survey, 
such deviation can lead to the unwanted blind 
spots in the surveyed area.

To improve the CPT survey technique, Rot-
terdam Engineers have developed a proto-
type for a steering tool. The basic principle 

has been inspired by HDD (horizontal direc-
tional drilling) techniques and has already 
been conceived in 2013. Only recently the 
mechanism and the manufacturing has been 
successfully developed into a working proto-
type. In the near future, the prototype stee-
ring tool will be tested on site. The Steering-
cone will enable to keep the tilt angle within 
a few degrees and the horizontal profile de-

viation within a few centimetres. Also during 
inclined CPT testing, keeping to the planned 
inclination angle will become possible. The 
Steeringcone also improves the CPT quality 
for geotechnical purposes and will probably 
reduce the risk of CPT rod and cone failure as 
this chance of failure is coupled to the devi-
ation angle.

Figure 3 - The analysis from magnetic 
distortion to the 3D model

Figure 4 - The model in 3D 

Figure 5 - The Hololens presentation of the 3D model at the actual building site Julianaplein the Hague.
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